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Designed to work 
 
For 150 years, the name Giroflex 
has been synonymous with seating 
excellence - a pioneering brand 
defined by cutting-edge technology 
and innovation, helping active people  
and active minds sit and work better.





giroflex 40
A health-focused, ergonomic design  
featuring all the hallmarks of a Giroflex chair - 
visually simplified to create a softer more 
approachable chair - perfect for the office 
or the home. 
 
giroflex 40 is an elegant, energizing  
contribution to the workplace environment. 
Designed by ITO Design, it is an office chair 
incorporating the trademark Giroflex  
synchro-mechanism & dual-zone seating 
philosophy whilst emphasizing a more 
approachable and intuitive office seating. 

Rounded edges, wrap around mesh and 
subtle controls offer a visual simplicity more 
commonly found in the home, whilst under 
the hood is a powerful seating machine 
offering comfort, support and a first class 
sitting experience. 

The resulting experience is an approachable 
and timeless chair that can easily be  
adapted between individuals and endure the 
workload of office use as well as providing 
enough comfort for home office.



Configurations

Backrest Mesh back Runner

Lumbar support Height adjustable

Seat-and back-frame Aluminium polished or powder-coated black

Armrest 3D 
(optional)

Height adjustable, with longitudinal and sidewards 
slidable armpad 
Note: Armrest cannot be added or removed in a later stage

Headrest 
(optional)

Height adjustable, headrest support plastic black

Base 5-arm base with castors or glides
Plastic black / aluminium polished or  
powder-coated black

Mesh back

Seat- and backrest-support

Armrest (optional) Headrest (optional)

Base

Polished 
aluminium

Black aluminium

5-arm base  
castors 50 mm

5-arm base  
castors 65 mm

5-arm base  
with gliders

Polished aluminium Black aluminiumBlack plastic

3D armrest Height adjustable



Synchronised mechanism 
 
giroflex 40 is designed with synchro 
motion, empowering natural body  
movement as you recline in the chair. 
The more backward you recline the 
seat, the more your upper body will 
open up. This movement is created  
by the synchro mechanism, which  
drives the motion of the seat and  
backrest individually, at a ratio of  
approximately 1:2.
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